Hypersensitivity Reaction: Review
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INTRODUCTION

Hypersensitivity refers to excessive, undesirable (damaging, discomfort-producing and sometimes fatal) reactions produced by the normal immune system. Hypersensitivity reactions require a pre-sensitized (immune) state of the host. Immune response recruits and mobilizes a series of effector molecules that induce a localized inflammatory response, which ultimately removes the antigen [1].

This inflammatory response usually does not extensively damage the host tissues. But under certain conditions, the inflammatory response produces deleterious effects, resulting in significant tissue damage or even death; this is termed as hypersensitivity. Hypersensitivity reactions can be divided into four types: type I, type II, type III and type IV, based on the mechanisms involved and time taken for the reaction [2].

Type I hypersensitivity is mediated by IgE and the reaction takes 15-30 minutes from the time of exposure to the antigen. Sometimes the reaction may have a delayed onset. The primary cellular component in this hypersensitivity is mast cell or basophil. The reaction is amplified and/or modified by platelets, neutrophils and eosinophils. The mechanism of reaction involves preferential production of IgE, in response to certain antigens, allergens. Diagnostic tests for immediate hypersensitivity include skin (prick and intradermal) tests, measurement of total IgE and specific IgE antibodies against the suspected allergens [3].

Type II hypersensitivity reaction involves antibody mediated destruction of cells. It is also known as cytotoxic reaction. In this hypersensitivity reaction, specific antibody (IgG or IgM) bound to cell surface antigen and destroy the cell. When antibody binds to antigen (microorganism or RBC) they form Ag-ab complex. When complement is activated on the surface of cell (RBC) it causes lysis of cell [4].

Type III hypersensitivity reaction is also known as immune complex hypersensitivity. The reaction may take 3-10 hours after exposure to the antigen. Type III hypersensitivity is associated with responses to soluble antigens that are not combined with host tissues but with antibodies in the blood which can then lead to inflammatory responses [5].

Type IV hypersensitivity or Delayed hypersensitivity was originally characterized by its time course in which the reactions took 12-24 hours to develop and persisted for 2-3 days. The best known examples are reactions induced by injecting tuberculin protein into the skin of animals infected by Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Delayed hypersensitivity is dependent on the direct action of T cells which recognize antigen after it has been processed by antigen-presenting cells and presented as peptide fragments bound to the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) molecules [6].

Therefore the objective of this review is to make an overview and to give brief notes on types of hypersensitivity.

DEFINITION

Hypersensitivity is an immunological state in which the immune system “over-reacts” to foreign antigen such that the immune response itself is more harmful than the antigen [7].

TYPE I HYPERSENSITIVITY

It is also known as immediate or anaphylactic hypersensitivity. The reaction may involve skin (urticaria and eczema), eyes (conjunctivitis), nasopharynx (rhinorrhea, rhinitis), bronchopulmonary tissues (asthma) and gastrointestinal tract (gastroenteritis). The reaction may cause from minor inconvenience to death (Figure 1). The reaction takes 15-30 minutes from the time of exposure to the antigen [3].

Immediate hypersensitivity is mediated by IgE. The primary cellular component in this hypersensitivity is mast cell or basophil. The reaction is amplified and/or modified by platelets, neutrophils and eosinophils. A biopsy of the reaction site demonstrates mainly mast cells and eosinophils. The mechanism of reaction involves...
preferential production of IgE, in response to certain antigens, allergens. IgE has very high affinity for its receptor on mast cells and basophils. These reactions mediated by agents without IgE-allergen interaction are not hypersensitivity reactions, although they produce the same symptoms [8].

Diagnostic tests for immediate hypersensitivity include skin (prick and intradermal) tests, measurement of total IgE and specific IgE antibodies against the suspected allergens. Total IgE and specific IgE antibodies are measured by a modification of enzyme immunoassay (ELISA) [9]. Symptomatic treatment is achieved with antihistamines antibodies are measured by a modification of enzyme immunoassay [13].

Mechanism of type I hypersensitivity

Immediate reaction is a quick release of preformed immunomodulators, known as mast cells degranulation. The allergen stimulates the induction of cd4+ T cells. These T cells secrete cytokines that cause IgE production by plasma cells. The IgE molecule will bind to Fc receptor on mast cell and basophils which in turn causes vasodilation, increased vascular permeability and vascular spasm [13].

TYPE II HYPERSENSITIVITY

Type II hypersensitivity reaction involves antibody mediated destruction of cells. It is also known as cytotoxic reaction. In this hypersensitivity reaction, specific antibody (IgG or IgM) bound to cell surface antigen and destroy the cell as shown in figure 2. If the cell is microorganism, killing of cell is beneficial to host. However in Type II hypersensitivity, the cells are own RBC [4].

Mechanisms of killing cells

Complement mediated lysis of cell is a system of lytic enzyme which are usually inactive in blood. Enzymes of complement system are activated by antigen-antibody complex. When antibody binds to antigen (microorganism or RBC) they form Ag-ab complex. Ag-ab complex can activate complement system by three different mechanism-classical pathway, alternate pathway and lectin pathway. Activated complement proceeds in cascade mechanism. When complement is activated on the surface of cell (RBC) it causes lysis of cell [15].

Antibody Dependent Cell Mediated Cytotoxicity (ADCC) is when antibody binds with antigen by its Fab portion. However Fc region of antibody has receptor on cytotoxic cells. So, antibody cross link target cell (microorganism or RBC) with cytotoxic cells and promote killing. Most cytotoxic cells contain storage of hydrolytic and digestive enzymes. These enzymes are released on the surface of target cell (MOs or RB or target cell), killing them. Here antibody itself does not kill or destroy cell but rather mediate killing by presenting antigen to cytotoxic cell. Similarly cytotoxic cell depends upon antibody to bind antigen. So this mechanism is known as Antibody dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity [16].

When antigen enters into host body, antibodies are produced. Antibody binds to antigen through Fab region. Fc region of antibody remains free. Phagocytic cells such as Neutrophils, macrophages and monocytes have receptors that can bind to Fc region of antibody. The receptor is known as FcR. In this case antibody molecule directly cross links antigen (Microorganism or RBC or target cell) with phagocytic cells. This cross-linkage activates phagocytic cells and increases the rate of phagocytosis. This increased rate of phagocytosis by binding of antibody to antigen is called Opsonization [17].

Examples of diseases caused by type II hypersensitivity

Simplest form of cytotoxic reactions is seen after transfusion of ABO incompatible blood. As an example people with type O blood have in their circulation naturally occurring IgM anti A and anti B which react with the A and B blood group substances. If such persons were to be transfused with a unit of type A red cell, the antibodies can cause complement dependent lysis or phagocytosis of the transfused cell [18].

Rh incompatibility reactions is formed antibodies against Rh antigens can be damaging to new-born babies. In brief, a Rhesus negative (Rh-) mother may be immunized by the trans placental passage of red cells from the baby and may make antibodies against Rh+ cells of her (usually first) baby who has inherited the Rh antigen (or factor) from his father. Any subsequent Rh+ babies she might have may be damaged by these antibodies which can cross the placenta, bind to the baby’s erythrocytes, activate complement and lyse the cells causing anemia. Fortunately, this hemolytic disease of the new-born is now understood, and is controllable and can be largely avoided by preventing sensitization of the mother in the first place. This is done by a process known as passive immunization. Immediately after the birth of her first child, the mother is injected with anti-rhesus antibodies. These bind to any fetal erythrocytes that have entered her blood stream around the time of birth when the placenta was breaking down and bring about their destruction without them sensitizing her immunologically. The next baby to be conceived develops in an environment free of these damaging antibodies [19].

TYPE III HYPERSENSITIVITY

It is also known as immune complex hypersensitivity. The reaction may take 3-10 hours after exposure to the antigen. Type III hypersensitivities are mediated by IgG and IgM antibodies. Unlike a Type II response, Type III hypersensitivity is associated with
responses to soluble antigens that are not combined with host tissues but with antibodies in the blood which can then lead to inflammatory responses. Under normal conditions circulating Ag/Ab complex is cleared by monocytes / microphages but excessive amount of antigen leads to overwhelming amount and deposition of immune complex (Ag-Ab) that monocytes fail to remove [5].

**Mechanism of action**

Immune complexes are generated in every antibody response. The pathogenic potential of immune complexes is determined in part by their size. Larger aggregates fix complement and are readily removed by phagocytes, while the small complexes that form at antigen excess tend to deposit in blood vessel walls of certain tissue sites, and it is here that they cause tissue damage or immunocomplex disease. Immune complexes can activate platelets and basophils via Fc receptors to release vasoactive amines which cause endothelial cell retraction and increased vascular permeability leading to complex deposition as shown in figure 3 [20].

**Examples of type III hypersensitivity reactions**

Arthus reaction is a skin reaction seen as an area of redness and swelling which is maximal 6 hours after intradermal injection of antigen. It is caused by IgG. When a sensitized individual has IgG antibodies directed against an antigen immune complexes can be generated locally by injection of the antigen into the skin, IgG antibody that has diffused into the tissues forms immune complexes locally. The immune complexes creates a local inflammatory response by type III hypersensitivity reaction. This is called an Arthur reaction [4].

In the pre-antibiotic era, immune horse serum was often used to treat pneumococcal pneumonia. Specific antibodies in the horse serum would help the patient to clear the infection. However, such treatments also stimulate the immune system to make IgG antibody to the foreign serum proteins and after a period of time immune complexes form throughout the body. This is an unusual type of allergy; because serum proteins (the allergen) are given in large amounts and are long-lived, the sensitization and the allergic reaction both take place after only one dose of allergen [21].

In a number of infectious diseases such as malaria, leprosy, viral hepatitis and bacterial endocarditis, there may be times during the course of the infection when large amounts of antigen and antibodies exist simultaneously and cause the formation of immune aggregates that are deposited in various locations. Thus some of the symptoms of these diseases may include a component attributable to type III hypersensitivity [22].

**TYPE IV HYPERSENSITIVITY**

Delayed or type IV hypersensitivity was originally characterized by its time course in which the reactions took 12-24 hours to develop and persisted for 2-3 days. The best known examples are reactions induced by injecting tuberculin protein into the skin of animals infected by *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* and the contact hypersensitivity induced by exposure to reactive hapten such as Dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB). These are monocytic inflammations mediated by T cells reacting with antigen. The mycobacteria have a strong adjuvant activity for inducing type IV hypersensitivity and many experimental studies have been conducted by sensitizing animals with a protein antigen in Freund's complete adjuvant, which is an emulsion of mineral oil containing mycobacteria as shown in figure 4. Immunization without this type of adjuvant sensitizes for a hypersensitivity reaction with a faster onset and resolution. Delayed hypersensitivity is dependent on the direct action of T cells which recognize antigen after it has been processed by antigen-presenting cells and presented as peptide fragments bound to the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) molecules. Delayed hypersensitivity reactions to protein antigens are found in some responses to proteins released in insect bites, but their clinical importance is primarily in transplantation reactions, responses to infectious agents, and some autoimmune diseases. Type IV hypersensitivity reactions also cause the skin lesions in viral diseases such as smallpox and measles. Cytokines produced by T cells may also be a significant stimulant for macrophages in rheumatoid synovial membrane to produce large quantities of TNFα [23].
Mechanism of action

Delayed Type Hypersensitivity (DTH) reactions are mediated by inflammatory CD4 T cells (Th1) that activate local inflammatory responses and by cytotoxic CD8 T cells that can kill tissue cells directly. Unlike immediate type hypersensitivity, DTH reactions appear 18-24 hours after antigenic challenge of a sensitized individual. As in other types of sensitivity reactions, DTH hypersensitivity consists of two main stages, namely, the sensitization stage and the challenge stage, which leads to the reaction [25].

CONCLUSION

Hypersensitivity refers to excessive, undesirable (damaging, discomfort-producing and sometimes fatal) reactions produced by the normal immune system. Hypersensitivity reactions require a pre-sensitized (immune) state of the host. Hypersensitivity reactions are common yet they aren't often considered in treatment regimens. Untreated hypersensitivities can contribute to a myriad of conditions including autoimmune diseases. Ultimately, by minimizing exposure to potential antigens reactions may decrease the developing of the diseases.
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